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0　Introduction

Restructuring and deregulation of electric power industry has

g iven rise to vigo rous , increasing ly diverse and competitive

market place.Electricity market prices are bound to be volatile

as a consequence of the unique physical attributes of electricity.

An increasing number of market participants are recognizing the

importance and necessity of risk management , especially after

observing the market anomalies in Califo rnia. It is widely

appreciated that contractual ar rangements , phy sically or

financially , play an important role as means for risk

management in electricity markets.Forward contracts or

contractual arrangements similar to option and futures on

electricity are being employed around the wo rld[ 1 ～ 3] .

To meet market participants' increasing demand for appropriate

risk management tools and methodology in order to establish

their risk management prog rams in one w ay or another , a

variety of research work has been conducted on topics of

electricity market risk management w ith contractual

instruments.This paper , however , has a more limited fo cus.It

deals w ith the design of forw ard contracts bundled w ith financial

options. In a competitive electricity market , participants

w ishing to ensure a fixed electricity price while taking advantage

of their flexibility and willingness to curtail load or supply can

do so by using a forw ard contract bundled with financial options

that provides a hedge against price risk and reflects the real

choices available to the participants.A fo rward contract bundled

w ith financial options , or optional fo rward contracts , gives the

option holder a right , but not an obligation , to purchase or sell

the contracted energy at the delivery time for a given price ,

called the strike price , thus enables the option holder to hedge

against the risk o f profit loss under unfavo rable situation , while

retaining the ability to participate in a favorable market

position.Hence the optional forward contract has much more

flexibility that is of interest to market participants.

Relating to optional electricity forward contract design and

modeling , several papers have been published in the past.Fo r

examples , the equiv alence between inter ruptible load services

and forward contracts bundled with a call option , called a

callable forw ard , w as described in reference [ 4] .The supply-

side analog , i.e.fo rward contracts bundled with a put option ,

called puttable forward , w as introduced in reference [ 5] .A

double call option w as introduced in reference [ 6] to account fo r

the effect of early notification o f curtailment , w hich allow s the

consumer to secure the benefit of its option to curtail load.

Theo retical framework for modeling risk in optional forward

contracts between ho st utilities and independent producers w as

presented in reference [ 7] .How ever , the optional forward

contracts given in reference [ 4 ～ 6] involve unilaterally giving

utilities the options to curtail the consumers' contracted energy

or reject the contracted energ y supplied by independent

producers at the delivery time.These ar rangements make the

consumers lose the ability to take advantage of falling prices and

the producers lo se the ability to take advantage of rising prices.

While the optional forw ard contract proposed in reference [ 7]

does give both the contracting parties the options , a

reconciliation procedure is needed to make the contract w orkable

because the contract prices and penalties , derived separately

from respective rational behavio ral models of the utility and

independent producer , cannot be assured to ag ree with each

other all the time.

Given this backg round , this paper describes an optional forward
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contract referred to as a forward contract with bilateral options ,

in w hich the seller o f the contract holds a right to curtail the

contracted energy when the spot price is high , while the buyer

has a choice to decline the contracted energy w hen the spo t price

is low .The option theory is employed to formulate the contract

price.The strike prices of options are derived from solving an

equilibrium model in which both the buyer and the seller are

inclined to maximize their individual pro fit.The fea tures of this

kind of optional fo rward contract are explained and numerical

ex amples are presented to illustrate its validity.

1　Electricity Forward Contracts with Bilateral

Options

In this paper , we assume that there is an electricity spot market

to w hich both sides of fo rward contracts have free access.The

participants of forward transactions include independent

g enerators, large consumers and suppliers (w ho produce or

consume physical quantities of electrical energy), and non-

phy sical traders(marketers).Both the contract sellers and the

buyers are supposed to be commercially rational and flexible in

“ consumption” and “production” of electricity.

Consider a contractual arrangement between a seller and a buyer

for trading one unit of electrical energy at some specified time T

in the future.We assume that there are some informative

market coordinators o r arbitrators that serves to facilitate the

forw ard contract transactions , and at time t(t<T)w hen the

forw ard contract is made , both the seller and the buyer can

understand from certain market coordina tor or arbitrator that

the spot market price pT a t time T has a g iven probability

distribution Qp
T
(x).I t is natural to assume that Qp

T
(x)=0 if

x≤0 for any distribution function w hich is to be relev ant to this

problem.It is also typical to assume that once the contract is

set , the buyer is required to pay the seller according to the

contracted price and contracted quantity at some time before the

delivery time T.

It is ag reed in the contractual arrangement that the seller holds

an option to interrupt the supply o f the contracted energy to the

buyer at time T .The buyer , on the other hand , holds an

option to reject the supply of the contracted energy from the

seller at time T.Let k C denote the monetary compensation per

unit of energ y to be paid by the seller to the buyer if the seller

declines to supply the contracted energy at time T , and k P the

monetary compensation per unit of energy to be paid by the

seller to the buyer if the buyer declines to accept the contracted

energy at time T.For a commercially rational seller , the

optimal decision at time T is to curtail whenever pT > k C ,

because if pT >k C , the seller can sell the curtailed energy on

the spot market for price pT , yielding a positive profit of pT -

k C.Similarly , the optimal decision fo r a commercially rational

buyer at time T is to reject w henever pT <k P , because if pT <

tP , the buyer can purchase the required one unit of energ y from

the spot market at a price of pT , yielding a profit of k P-pT.

I t should be noted tha t the case of k P<k C describes the no rmal

situation that is of practical significance.

I n terms o f option theory[ 8] , the aforementioned contractual

arrangement w e propose is a type of optional forw ard contract ,

w hich we call a forw ard contract with bila teral options.A

forward contract with bilateral options is a bundle of three

contracts.The first of these is a forw ard contract , w hich is

owned by the buyer and w hich guarantees that the seller w ill

deliver to the buyer one unit of energ y at time T .The second

contract is a call option on the same unit of energy.The call

option , w hich is sold by the buyer back to the seller , confers

the right , but no t the obligation , to purchase the unit of energy

at time T for a given price , called the strike price k C.We

describe the resulting obligation by say ing that the buyer is sho rt

a call while the seller owns a call.The third one is a put option

on the same contracted energ y.The put option , which is sold

by the seller to the buyer , is the right , but not the oblig ation ,

to sell the unit of energy at time T for a given price , called the

strike price k P.Similarly , we describe the resulting obligation

by saying that the buyer owns a put while the seller is shor t a

put.

Thus a buyer w ho owns a forward contract with bilateral

options is guaranteed to receive from the seller at time T the

strike price k C(and no energy);o r one unit of energy , at the

option of the seller(exercise the call o r not)when the spot price

pT turns out to be g reater than kP;or receive a profit of k P-

pT plus one unit of energy purchased from the open spot market

w hen pT turns out to be so low that the buyer exercises the put

option. Figure 1 illustrates the contractual obligations ,

payments and choices in a forw ard contract with bilateral

options.

Fig.1　Contractual obligations , payments and
choices for a forward contract with bilateral options

2　Theoretical Model

Le t us further assume that bo th the seller and the buyer are risk

neutral(i.e.the perceived benefit equals the expected monetary
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benefit) and hence aim to maximize their expected monetary

benefits.A theo retical model fo r linking the deg ree o f future

uncertainties in spo t market price pT with the contract price f 0

and strike prices k C , k P , is developed as follows.

2.1　Derivation of the Contract Price

Given that the condition k P <pT < k C holds , i.e.both the

seller and the buyer will not exercise the options stipula ted in

the fo rward contract with bilateral options , then the contract

price f 0 should be equated as the expected value of the spot

market price at time T.I n fact , either the seller or the buyer

w ill ex ecute his/her option to yield a positive profit if pT >k C or

p T<k P respectively.Accordingly , the expected payo ffs of these

options should be incorporated in the contract price.

The payoff fo r the seller' s call option is max {0 , pT - k C}.

Note that if pT >k C the seller can exercise his/her option to

obtain 1 unit of energ y a t the cost of k C , which can then be sold

on the open spo t market for price p T , yielding a profit of pT<

k C.If pT<k C , using the option in this w ay would yield a loss

of k C-pT , so the rational seller w ill not exercise the option , so

its payoff is 0.Hence the expected payoff of the seller' s call

option on a unit energy at time T can be expressed as

　　EP
C
= E[ max{0 , pT - k C}|H t] =

∫
∞

k
C

(x - k C)qp
T
(x)d x =

 p T - k C+∫
k

C

0
Qp

T
(x)d x (1)

w here:Ht represents the best information available at time t;

qp
T
(x) is the probability density function of pT estima ted at

time t; pT is the mean value of pT.

A similar analysis can be conducted for the buyer' s put option.

If pT < k P , the buyer can exercise his/ her option to obtain

strike price k P , and purchase 1 unit of energ y on the open spot

market at price pT , yielding a profit of k P-pT .If pT >k P ,

using the option in this way would yield a loss of pT - k P.

Therefore the payoff for the buyer ' s put option is

max{0 , k P-pT}.Thus the expected payoff of the buyer' s put

option on a unit energy at time T can be given by

EP
P
= E[ max{0 , k P -pT}|H t] =

∫
k

P

0
(k P - x)qp

T
(x)d x =∫

k
P

0
Qp

T
(x)dx (2)

Under the assumption of expected-value pricing , the contracted

price f 0 should be equal to the expected spo t price at time T ,

less the expected payoff of the seller' s call option , and plus the

expected payoff of the buyer' s put option.Using equation(1)

and equa tion(2), f 0 can be deriv ed as follows:

f 0 = pT -EP
C
+EP

P
= k C-∫

k
C

0
Qp

T
(x)dx +

∫
k

P

0
Qp

T
(x)d x = k C-∫

k
C

k
P

Qp
T
(x)d x (3)

Therefore

 f 0

 k C
=1 -Qp

T
(k C)≥0

 2 f 0

 k2
C
=-qp

T
(k C)≤0

(4)

 f 0

 k P
= Qp

T
(k P)≥0

 2 f 0

 k 2
P
= qp

T
(k P)≥0

(5)

Hence the contract price f 0is non-decreasing , and concave in k C

and convex in k P.F igure 2 illustrates the typical variation of

contract price f 0with strike prices k C and kP.Note that kP <

k C is the case tha t describes the practical situation.

Fig.2　Contract price f 0versus strike prices kC and k P

I n the deterministic case , i.e.the spot price pT is known fo r

cer tain at time t , then it can be shown from equation(3)that

① if pT>k C , then f 0=k C;② if k P<pT<k C , then f 0=pT;

③ if pT <k P , then f 0=k P.However , the deterministic case is

no t o f practical significance , hence in general k P< f0<kC.

2.2　Equilibrium Selection of kC and kP

As show n in figure 1 , if a buyer purchases a unit forward

contract with bilateral options having strike prices kC and kP ,

the resulting mone tary benefit to the buyer at time T w ill be

B B0 =

k C- f 0　　　　　　pT > kC

v - f 0 　　　 　　　k P < pT < k C

v + k P - f 0 -pT　　pT < kP

(6)

w here v is the buyer' s monetary benefit from “ consumption” of

a unit electricity at time T.Thus the expected benefit to the

buyer can be expressed as:

E[ B B0|H t] =(k C- f 0)(1-Qp
T
(kC))+

(v - f 0)(Qp
T
(k C)-Qp

T
(k P))+

∫
k

P

0
(v + k P- f 0- x)qp

T
(x)d x (7)

Using equation (3)and integrating by parts , this reduces to:

E[ B B0|Ht] =(v -k C)Qp
T
(k C)+∫

k
C

0
Qp

T
(x)dx (8)

Similarly , if a seller sells a unit fo rward contract with bilateral

options having strike prices k C and k P , the resulting monetary

benefit to the seller at time T will be
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BS0 =

f 0- k C-w +pT　　pT > k C

f 0- w　　　　　　　kP < pT < k C

f 0- k P　　　 　 　　pT < kP

(9)

w here w is the seller' s cost for “production” of a unit electricity

a t time T.The expected benefit to the seller is:

　E[ BS0|Ht] =∫
∞

k
C

(f 0- k C-w + x)qp
T
(x)d x +

(f 0- w)[ Qp
T
(k C)- Qp

T
(k P)] +

(f 0- k P)Qp
T
(k P) (10)

Using equation(3)and integ rating by par ts yields:

E[ BS0|H t] = pT -w+(w -k P)Qp
T
(k P)+∫

k
P

0
Qp

T
(x)d x

(11)

If bo th the buyer and the seller are risk-neutral and economically

rational , then they w ill separately choose k C and kP to maximize

their individual expected benefit.Note that , under the fact that

the contract price is set by equation (3), the buyer' s expected

benefit is independent of kP as shown in equation(8)while the

seller' s expected benefit is independent of k C as given in

equation(11).Therefo re equilibrium solution for the buyer and

the seller to select k C and k P in order to maximize their ow n

expected benefit can be simply expressed as follow s

 E[ BB0|H t]
 k C

=(v - k C)qp
T
(k C)=0

 E[ BS0|H t]
 k P

=(w - k P)qp
T
(k P)=0

(12)

In general , qp
T
(·)≠0 , thus we have

k C = v and k P = w (13)

That is , actually strike price kC relies on the buyer' s ra tional

selection while strike price k P hinges on the seller' s ra tional

selection.Under equilibrium selection given by equation (13),

it can be no ted from equation(6)and equation(9)that at time

T the seller has a benefit of at least f 0 -w and the buyer at

least v -f 0.

3　Analysis

The callable forw ard contract introduced in reference [ 4]

involves giving a utility(the seller)a right(call option), when

the spo t price at the deliv ery time is high enough , to “ buy

back” the contracted energy from a consumer(the buyer)at a

strike price that is set by the rational consumer to be his/ her

v alue of v.The puttable fo rward contract given in reference

[ 5] confers a choice (put option) on a utility (the buyer),

w hen the spot price at the delivery time is low enough , to “ sell

back” the contracted energy to an independent producer (the

seller)at a strike price tha t is selected by the rational producer

to be his/her production cost w .

The forward contract with bilateral options proposed in this

paper , w hich can be viewed as a combination of the callable and

puttable forw ard , involv es giving a seller a right , when the spot

price at the delivery time is high enough , to “ buy back” the

contracted energy from a buyer at a strike price tha t is actually

determined by the rational buyer' s v.It also gives the buyer a

choice , w hen the spo t price at the delivery time is low enough ,

to “ sell back” the contracted energy to the seller at a strike price

that is in nature specified by the rational seller' w.Hence ,

under this proposed mechanism , the value of each unit of

“consumption” can be voluntarily revealed by the buyers and the

cost o f each unit of “ production” can also be voluntarily

disclosed by the sellers.An incentive compatible result can then

be achieved regarding the selection of the strike prices.In

addition , the contractual arrangement makes both buyers with

v<pT and sellers with w >pT be excluded from consuming o r

producing energy.These characteristics will be helpful to

improve efficiency in dispatching electricity production and

consumption.

Table 1 show s contract prices , payoff structures and to tal

expected benefits to seller and buyer under different contractual

arrangements.In each case , the strike prices are determined by

par ticipants' rational selection and the expected value pricing

method is employed to set the contract prices.

Table 1　Comparisons of four types of
contract models

Type
Payof f St ructu re

Buyer S eller

Total Expected

Benefit

0 B B0≥v-f 0 BS0≥f 0-w E B0=v-w +EP
C
+EP

P

1 B B1=v-f 1 BS1≥f 1-w E B1=v-w +EPC

2 B B2≥v-f 2 BS2=f 2-w E B2=v-w +EP
P

3 B B3=v-f 3 BS3=f 3-w E B3=v-w

Contract type:0:forward contract w ith bilateral options;1:
callable forw ard cont ract;2:put table forw ard cont ract;3:

forward cont ract in w hich both the seller and buyer has no

opt ion.

f i:con tract price for a unit forw ard con tract of type i.

BB i:buyer' s monetary benefit at t ime T f rom pu rchasing a unit

forw ard cont ract of type i.
BS i:seller' s monetary benefit at time T f rom selling a unit

forw ard con tract of type i.

EB i:t otal expected benefi t t o the buyer and the seller at time T

f rom trading a uni t forw ard cont ract of type i.

Some other advantages that result from using the proposed

forward contract with bilateral options are to be noted.①The

buyer can hedge the risk of profit loss when the spo t price rises ,

w hile retaining the ability to take advantage of falling prices.In

the meantime , the seller can hedge the risk of profit lo ss w hen

the spot price falls , w hile retaining the ability to take advantage

of rising prices.Consequently , the forw ard contract with

bilateral options presents a more equitable and reasonable payoff

structure as show n in table 1.② I t is straightfo rward that E B0

≥EB1 ≥ EB3 and EB0 ≥ EB2 ≥ EB3.That is , the forward

contract with bilateral options enables the buyer and the seller to

earn a larger to tal expected benefit than those of other contract

models.③The expected-value pricing method , combined with
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option pricing theory , is employed to formulate the contract

price.The strike prices of options are derived from solving an

equilibrium model , w hich embodies bo th the seller and buyer' s

rational selections.As a result , there is no requirement of

reconciliation procedure for agreement on prices.

4　Examples

Suppose, in an open electricity market , flexible sellers and

buyers adopt the proposed fo rward contracts with bilateral

options for trading electrical energy at the future specified time

T.The spot price pT is known at time t to obey a trapezoid

probability distribution , as shown in figure 3 , where c-a=b

-d .Assuming a=0 and b=1.5 , this makes the mean value

 p T equal to 0.75 , in arbitrary currency units.Standard

deviation σT values of 0.307 and 0.380 , in the same arbitrary

currency units(so do the follow ing numerical values), are used

to represent different degrees of uncer tainty in p T.Note that in

the following calculation , the strike prices kC and k Pare set by

rational buyers and sellers , as shown in equation (13), and the

contract price can be obtained using equation (3).Tw o cases ,

i.e.case fo r single seller with several buyers and case for single

buyer w ith several sellers , are examined respectively as fo llows.

Fig.3　Probability distribution of spot price at time T

4.1　Case for Single Seller with Several Buyers

Suppose that a seller with w =0.5 has forward contracts with

bilateral options w ith several different prospective buyers.

Analysis including parametric relationships between the contract

prices f 0 and the buyers' v fo r different degrees of uncertainty

in pT is carried out.The results are in table 2.

Table 2　Test results for case of single seller with w=0.5

Buyers'
v

σT=0.307

(EP
P
=0.037 2)

EP
C

f 0

σT=0.380

(E P
P
=0.062 8)

EP
C

f 0

0.6 0.214 3 0.572 9 0.247 4 0.565 4

0.8 0.102 1 0.685 1 0.139 7 0.673 1

1.0 0.037 2 0.750 0 0.062 8 0.750 0

1.2 0.008 0 0.779 2 0.016 6 0.796 2

1.4 0.000 3 0.786 9 0.000 6 0.812 2

In this case , the expected payo ff of the buyers' put option ,
EP

P
, remains unchanged for a given σT .It can be obtained that

EP
P
=0.037 2 w hen σT =0.307 , and EP

P
=0.062 8 when σT

=0.380.The following results are observed in table 2.① For

a buyer with v=1.0 , the probability fo r the seller to exercise

the call option is the same as the probability for the buyer to

exercise the put option , and we have EP
C
= EP

P
for a given σT ,

so the contract price equals to  pT .②When the buyer' s v goes

below 1.0 , the seller will have increasing opportunities to

exercise his call , which makes EP
C
>EP

P
fo r a given σT , and

hence the contract price be less than  p T.I n addition , the larg er

the uncertainty in pT , the lower the contract price because EP
C

increases more quickly than EP
P

w ith increasing σT .I n other

wo rds , if σT increases , the buyer will pay a low er contract price

at the cost of increasing possibility that the seller interrupts the

contracted energy.③ For a buyer with v >1.0 , since the

probability for the seller to exercise the call w ill be less than the

one for the buyer to exercise the put , we have EP
C
<EP

P
for a

given σT , and hence the contract price is greater than  p T.
Furthermo re, the larg er the uncer tainty in pT the higher the

contract price because EP
P

increases more quickly than EP
C

with

increasing σT.In other w ords , when σT increases , the seller

will receive a higher contract price at the co st of increasing

possibility that the buyer rejects the contracted energy.
4.2　Case for Single Buyer with Several Sellers

Suppose that a buyer with v=1.0 has forw ard contracts with

bilateral options with several different prospective sellers.
Analysis including parametric relationships between contract

prices f 0 and the sellers' w for different deg rees of uncertainty

in pT is carried out.The results are tabulated in table 3.

Table 3　Test results for case of single buyer with v=1.0

S ellers'
w

σT= 0.307

(E P
P
=0.037 2)

EP
C

f 0

σT=0.380

(EP
C
=0.062 8)

EP
P

f 0

0.1 0.000 3 0.713 1 0.000 6 0.687 8

0.3 0.008 0 0.720 8 0.016 6 0.703 8

0.5 0.037 2 0.750 0 0.062 8 0.750 0

0.7 0.102 1 0.814 9 0.139 7 0.826 9

0.9 0.214 3 0.927 1 0.247 4 0.934 6

Note that in this case , the expected payo ff of the sellers' call

option , EP
C
, remains unchanged for a given σT , and if σT =0.

307 then EP
P
=0.037 2 and if σT=0.380 then EP

C
=0.0628.

The following results are revealed in table 3.① For a seller

with w=0.5 , it can be seen that EP
P
= EP

C
fo r a given σT , so

the contract price equals to  pT .②W hen the seller' s w goes

above 0.5 , the buyer will have mo re possibility to exercise his

put than the seller to exercise his call , which makes EP
P
>EP

C

for a given σT , and hence the contract price is greater than  p T.

I n addition , the larger the uncertainty in pT the higher the

contract price because EP
P

increases more quickly than EP
C
with

increasing σT.In other w ords , when σT increases , the seller

will receive a higher contract price at the co st of increasing

possibility that the buyer rejects the contracted energy.③ For a

seller w hose w is less than 0.5 , since the buyer will have less

possibility to exercise his put than the seller to exercise call , w e

have E P
P
< EP

C
for a given σT , and hence the contract price is

less than  p T.Fur thermore , the larger the uncertainty in pT the
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lower the contract price because EP
C

increases more quickly than

EP
P

with increasing σT.In other w ords , w hen σT increases ,

the buyer will pay a low er contract price at the cost of increasing

possibility tha t the seller interrupts the contracted energy.

Table 2 and table 3 can also be used to substantiate the

theoretical result in table 1 that the optional forw ard contract

proposed in this paper provides the buyer and seller a g reater

ov erall expected benefit than other contract models.
Fur thermore , it can be noted that the higher the uncer tainty in

p T the larger is the who le expected benefit to the buyer and

seller.While the results given in these numerical ex amples can

be easily understood , the fact that reliability of these results is

dependent on accuracy o f the estimated probability distribution

of the spot price at the delivery time should be no ted.How to

make a good estimation for this purpose is a difficult problem in

the developing electricity markets.Although some research

w orks have been done on this topic, there are still many

problems to be addressed in this field.

5　Conclusions

In this paper , we model and analy ze an electricity forw ard

contract with bilateral options in an open spot market.This

contractual ar rangement allow s bo th the seller and the buyer to

take advantage of flexibility in production and consumption to

obtain a monetary benefit , while simultaneously removing the

risk of market price fluctuations.It is show n that an incentive

compatible result can be achieved regarding the selection of the

strike prices , and efficiency in dispatching electricity production

and consumption can also be suppor ted.In addition , this kind

of optional forward contract presents a mo re equitable and

reasonable payoff structure that allows the buyer and seller to

earn a larger overall expected benefit.Numerical examples are

used to demonstrate the validity of the proposed model.
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具有双边选择权的电力远期合同建模与分析
钟德成1 , 张少华2 , 黄杰波1 , 余志伟1 , 钟志勇1

(1.香港理工大学电机工程系 , 香港;2.上海大学自动化系 , 上海市 200072)

摘要:提出并分析了一种具有双边选择权的电力市场远期合同模型 。这种新的远期合同使得合同双方可利
用供电和用电的灵活性来获取经济收益 ,同时可回避市场价格的波动风险。发展和分析了该类远期合同的
定价理论模型 ,并表明了其特点。所给算例表明该合同模型的有效性 。

关键词:远期合同;电力市场;风险管理;选择权;定价模型
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